
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
systems engineer senior staff. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list
of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for systems engineer senior staff

Build high quality workflow and process-flow diagrams and other
visualizations for communicating requirement scenarios and determining
integration testing points
Provide regular reports to stake-holders on project milestones and release
progress
Communicate release details and schedules to the Business and other related
parties as required
Assist with coordinating the Go-Live activities including the execution of
deployment plans and checklists
Assist with maintaining a release repository and managing key information
such as build and release procedures, dependencies and notifications lists
Drive overall project management such as Sprint and Release planning
Design and implement server infrastructure based on business requirements
and adhere to tight operations, security, and procedural models
Mentor junior team members and further developing ITIL procedures and
best practices standards
Partner closely with other engineering disciplines to develop Infrastructure
Building Blocks based Reference Architectures and standards that can be
offered as services to our customers
Design and implementation experience with custom and off-the-shelf
application, and help coordinate activities of multiple technology domains in
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Qualifications for systems engineer senior staff

Lead or participate in design reviews
Contributes to the successful completion of projects
Create and stimulate an open environment conductive to the creativity,
innovation and "out of the box" approaches and solutions that will define
next generation competitive product offerings for SAIS
Available for 25% travel, primarily in the US
Engineering Degree in Electronics, Software, Mechanical, Systems or related
field
12 years of product-embedded electronics experience, medical industry
preferred with demonstrated success developing software based
electromechanical devices


